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ABSTRACT 

Due to the low cost and efficiency of the services, which are offered in an open network to protect data 

security and service user privacy, data sharing and storage has become an increasingly popular concept for 

business data and banking over the past year. This confidential data was compromised by the encryption 

technology used to protect it. However, the necessity for data management cannot be identified by mere 

encrypting data. However, a strong access control over download requests should be taken into account to 

prevent Economic Denial of Sustainability (EDoS) assaults from being launched to impede users' access to 

service. In the present research, we take into account dual access control in relation to cloud-based storage, in 

the sense that we considered control mechanisms that both data access and download requests without any 

security misuse and efficiency. In this work, two dual access control systems are planned, each of which is 

for a distinct planned context. Also briefly covered are the systems' security and analysis. 
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1] INTRODUCTION: 

All firms today, including those in social media, finance, healthcare, and many more, use cloud services to 

store and manage their company data because they offer powerful computing capabilities at a lower cost. The 

main drawbacks of adopting cloud services are DATA SECURITTY and ACCESS since data is stored on 

external cloud servers, away from the user's hands, where it might be accessed and used inappropriately by 

malevolent users or internal cloud employees. Data encryption technology was developed to address the 

aforementioned problems and prevent malicious hackers or internal cloud employees from accessing the 

data. However, this raises the issue of storing decryption keys with all users with whom the data owner 

wishes to exchange data. To solve this issue, KPABE (key policy attribute based encryption) was developed. 

With KPABE, data owners only need to design a policy that includes all sharing user information before 

encrypting data. When decrypting the data, KPABE checks to see if the file accessing username is present in 

the access policy; if it is, access will be granted; otherwise, access will be denied. The fundamental drawback 
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of KPABE is that users must share their keys, which increases the cost of delivering keys over a network and 

makes them vulnerable to hacking. CP-ABE (cypher policy attribute based encryption), which embeds keys 

inside encrypted data so they don't have to be sent directly, is introduced as a solution to this issue. Data 

security and access issues were resolved in the CP-ABE algorithm, but the issue of data downloading 

persisted because the cloud will permit N users to download data, and malicious users may send a large 

number of download requests that could cause the cloud server to crash or result in significant costs for the 

data owner. The author of this paper has introduced the "DUAL ACCESS CONTROL" data sharing concept 

to address the aforementioned problem. This concept only permits legitimate or authorised users to download 

data, preventing N users from doing so and preventing DENIAL of SERVICE attacks by ignoring N users' 

downloads. 

Indian Automobile Industry over the years: 

 

2] LITERATUREREVIEW 

The creators of this employ the Charm framework to quickly prototype cryptosystems. They implemented 

over 40 cryptographic techniques utilising this framework. Finally, it can be recharged without charge. Their 

user base grew to be very active. [1]. With the use of a privacy-preserving multi-authority attribute-based 

encryption (PPMA-ABE) system, several authorities can be used to obtain a user's private key without 

disclosing their attributes. [2] The keyword search feature of OABE for cloud storage can greatly lower the 

calculation costs for customers who want to access encrypted data. [3] As it only distributes sensitive data at 

a coarse-grained level, attribute-based encryption is utilised for fine-grained access control of encrypted data. 

important aspect of policy [4] Here, the authors discuss an asymmetric encryption technique in relation to 

symmetric and week encryption schemes. [5] Encrypted data can be kept private with the CP-ABE technique 

even if the server is unreliable and is protected from collusion attempts. Secret sharing techniques [6] make it 

possible for some predetermined groups of parties to piece together a specific secret. key distribution system 

that makes it possible for each group of participants to produce a secret key [7] a protocol that combines SSE 

and ABE so that the benefits of each scheme are utilised and it is secured from user revocation issues for 

both internal and external assaults, as well as decryption through the CP-ABE scheme. [8] a process 

Verifiable safe secret sharing is not possible with TMACS. It benefits from the master key's ability to be 

shared while maintaining security and system-level resiliency. [9] Methodology for attributing malicious 

clients involved in FRC assaults. It aims to undermine the long-term financial feasibility of using the cloud 

and suggests an attribution approach that succeeds in difficult attack circumstances. [10] 
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3] OBJECTIVE 

The two ABE algorithms, kp-ABE and cp-ABE, are known to have failed due to several drawbacks, thus we 

used a novel idea called Dual Access Control that only permits authorised or legitimate users to download 

data. Here, we employ a single strategy known as the Dual Access Control concept. The My SQL database 

and TOMCAT web application were used in the system approach development for this investigation. SQL 

database I use: The database management system is free source. Information about plugins is kept there, 

separated into tables, and connected using keys. Website for TOMCAT: It is a web application that is used to 

launch and manage web applications programmatically or interactively. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Architecture diagram 

 

 

4] METHODOLOGY 

The KP-ABE algorithm is used in the inquiry, and a web application is used as the user interface. 

Dual Access Control (4.1) The following actions are taken 

Step 1: Launch the Authority application by clicking the Authority folder. 

Step 2: To launch SGX Server, click on the SGX folder. 
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Step 3: Open the MYSQL console and paste the database creation content. 

Step 4: Complete tomcat installation by adding the "Dual-Access" folder to the TOMCAT webapp directory. 

Step 5: After starting the Tomcat server, open a browser and type http://localhost:8080/DualAccess into the 

address bar to access the below home page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, we compare the run times that are required for each step of the basic and improved systems, yielding 

findings for both the computing cost and the communication cost. 

Computational cost:  

It is the duration of each simulation time step. Calculate the simulation execution-time budget for your real-

time target machine to obtain an idea of how long it will take your model to run on real-time hardware. The 

parameter initialization of Σ 1 (resp. Σ 2) is identical to that of Σ 0 5 for the computational expenses of both 

encryption and decryption of Σ 1 (resp. Σ2) 

 

5] Communication cost: 

The total communication costs of all the tasks that make up an algorithm make up the communication cost of 

that algorithm. We'll concentrate on the communication cost as a tool to gauge an algorithm's effectiveness. 

Only the communication costs utilized for access control during download requests are taken into account in 

this. The communication cost for a download request is proven to be lower in our suggested approach. 

Particularly, the ciphertext. 
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The x-axis in the graph above shows the basic P1 scheme and the enhanced P2 scheme. The basic P1 system 

generates keys for all users, so its computation time will be greater, but the enhanced P2 strategy will only 

generate keys for authorised users, so its computation time will be smaller. 

 

Storage Size: 

 

 

 

 

 

The x-axis in the graph above shows the basic P1 scheme and the enhanced P2 scheme. The basic P1 system 

generates keys for all users, which increases computation time. The enhanced P2 strategy, however, will only 

generate keys for authorised users, which decreases computation time. 
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Login Page 

 

 

6] CONCLUSION 

We draw the conclusion that there is a persistent issue with data security and access in cloud-based data 

sharing, and as a result, malicious users or internal cloud employees can misuse and get unauthorized access 

to the data. Both ABE algorithms—cipher text-based CP-ABE and key-based KP-ABE—are employed to 

solve this issue, but they both still have drawbacks and issues, and the secret data placed into the system 

cannot be recovered. Dual Access Control is a notion of data sharing that we created to address these 

difficulties. It only permits legitimate, authorised users to download data and guards against denial-of-service 

attacks by disregarding downloads from N people. 
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